Afternoon session: Roberto Smeraldi, Moderator

TFD Road Map to Copenhagen – we need your input on:

1. The Product “Forest Leaders Message”
   • Who will it be from?
   • How will it be used?

2. The Process to take it further
   • Who will developed it?
   • How will it be developed?
   • What other stakeholders should be involved?
   • What other processes can inform it?

3. TFD @ Poznan & Copenhagen
TFD Road Map to Copenhagen:
The Product “Forest Leaders Message” – what is it?

1. A message on forests and climate to negotiators collaboratively developed by The Forests Dialogue via a forest stakeholder process
2. TFD organizations will be asked to “endorse” it
   • TFD is very diverse group of sector organizations united around the concept of SFM
3. Other forest stakeholder organizations who support the message can “endorse” it
4. Forest Leaders will be asked to “endorse” it
   • Sept 16/17 event hosted by The World Bank
TFD Road Map to Copenhagen:

Endorsement?

1. Participants (list)
2. Contributors (list)
3. Supporters (list)
4. Endorsers (with logo)
5. Signatories (CEO)

Disclaimer needed

Individuals v Organizations
**TFD Road Map to Copenhagen:**
The Product “Forest Leaders Message” – how will it be used?

Communication tool for dialogue and discussion with climate negotiations and other interested climate stakeholders

Will be used by:

1. The Forests Dialogue
2. Organizations that have “endorsed” the message
3. Organizations and individuals that have affinity for the message
2. The Process to take it further

- Who will develop it?
  - TFD steering group with input from participating stakeholders
- How will it be developed?
  - Post DC draft - written and verbal review during April, May, June
  - Advanced draft by June 24/25 Gland
2. The Process to take it further

• Post Gland draft - written and verbal review during July/August
• Professional communicator involved
• Final draft for Forest Leaders meeting Sept 16/17
  • How many of your CEO’s would want to be involved
• Released WCF Oct 6/9
2. The Process to take it further

- What other stakeholders should be involved?
  - In Gland June 24/25
  - During review and draft process
- What other processes can inform it?
  - IUFRO
  - Collaborate Partnership on Forests
  - UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues Climate Symposium (April 25)
TFD @ Poznan

• What should TFD’s role be?

TFD to Copenhagen

• What should TFD’s role be?